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Hunter and Hunted by Ivanka SooHoo

Record 001
Hunter: A-48-“En”
Status: Loading...
[Connected]

Diagnostic scan: [100%]

Conscience: Downloading...
[Download complete_Conscience: ON]

Memory File 1.1:
“What is your name?”
“...”
“What is this place?”
“...I want to go home.”
“No, this is your home...restart it or something it’s not responding properly! Function: reboot

system”

Function: Reboot_system [Registered]
[Activating...START]
Rebooting…

Status: [Connected]
Diagnostic scan: [100%]
[Conscience: ON]
—End of Memory File 1.1—

Memory File 1.2:
“Let’s try this again...what is your name?”
“Hunter A-48.”
“Good...what is this place?”
“My home.”
“Yes! Who am I?”
“My creator.”
“Perfect...function: start.”
“Hello, I am Hunter A-48 or En. How may I assist you?”

—End of Memory File 1.2—

Record 002
Hunter: A-48-“En”
[Conscience: ON]
Memory File 2.0:

“Get to your places!” the doctor sternly says. The boys run to their designated spots. Everyone
here is the same: same white uniforms, same prison-like rooms, the same tense shoulders and fearful eyes.
“Hurry up! We have a very special guest with us today...would you please introduce yourself?”
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“I am En. I am sector twelve’s new Hunter.” I stare at them through my sensors or “eyes,”
adjusting them every so often to take a closer look at the twenty boys lined up against the white wall. My
sensors are peculiar, they can give me anything from the boys’ height, weight, and age, to their DNA
structures, but they do not give me names. Each is merely labelled with a number.
—End of Memory File 2.0—

Record 003
Hunter: A-48-“En”
[Conscience: ON]
Memory File 3.0:

This place, my home, is odd. No one is to address others by their name as I am the only one here
who has one in the first place. I’ve overheard the boys here calling this facility a place for the “misfits.” I
wonder what that means, “misfits,” it’s an unusual word and it’s nowhere to be found in my databases.

Everything here seems so familiar but I can’t quite recall what is so familiar. It’s like I’ve seen
what those teenage boys have gone through but I couldn’t have—right? The constant stress of having to
conform, the endless terror of breaking a rule, and the death sentence depending on what you’ve violated.

They’re like animals, caged up and hunted to extinction. Or maybe animals raised for
slaughter…an untimely death is inevitable for them. It’s peculiar though, for the time I’ve been here I’ve
never seen who kills them off. There are gaps in my memory and I only see the aftermath. But it’s probably
the doctor? I’m not sure, I need to acquire more information…
—End of Memory File 3.0—

Record 004
Hunter: A-48-“En”
[Conscience: ON]
Memory File 4.1:

“Headcount! Hold your arm tags out and don’t move! En, function: h.Count.” The doctor
announces. The boys are lined up along the wall again, but this time with metal bands affixing their wrists
to the wall.

Function: h.Count [Registered]
[Activating...START]

A panel on my arm retracts, revealing a scanner. A little blue light emitted from the scanner runs
over the barcode engraved on their forearms, documenting that they were accounted for tonight. Another
scan runs over their bodies, checking for anything inappropriate they may bring into the facility.

h.Count Archive-D1:
{220: VERIFIED_CLEAR}
{221: VERIFIED_CLEAR}
{222: VERIFIED_CLEAR}
{223: VERIFIED_CLEAR}
{224: VERIFIED_CLEAR}
{225: VERIFIED_CLEAR}
{226: VERIFIED_CLEAR}
{227: METAL DETECTED}
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The boy’s eyes dart up towards me then to the doctor standing on the other side of the room. His
face goes pale as the scanner turns red. He’d made a mistake. A very big mistake.

“Oh? What do we have here #227?” The doctor says, walking over menacingly. He presses
#227’s head to the concrete wall as he pulls out the knife hidden inside the boy’s uniform.

“En, function: dispose”

Function: dispose [Registered]
[Activating...START]

—End of Memory File 4.1—

[ERROR]
[Memory File 4.2_DELETED]

Memory File 4.3:
A low thump and dull crack echo throughout the hall. The remaining boys try to hide their

distress by shutting their eyes and swallowing the lump of fear in their throats. The room is bathed in the
moon’s light as they are released from their metal restraints.

Nineteen boys returned to their rooms that evening.
And in the morning, the process would start all over again: be the hunter, or get hunted.

—End of Memory File 4.3—
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Discomfort by Andrea In
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The Heavy Sloth by Jonathan Luu

My body, losing all of its notion
As I slump deep down into my rough chair
The rising torrents of my emotion
The stress, the pain, the feeling of despair
The tablet on my desk rattles and roars
The thoughts within me shout violently
My mind desperately fighting its wars
I scream into the dark void, silently.
I rise from my chair, broken from my shame
Must I shackle myself to this torment?
My laziness, so difficult to tame?
My former streaks of pride, now dull and spent
I see the time on my clock quickly pass
And my eyes fail to open by next class.

lunch break by Mackenzie Morong

we ate 7/11 hotdogs together
the first day we met
sprinting back down the street
stuffing them into our mouths
laughing and praying we wouldn’t be late
a few days later
we sat at a plastic table
in the food court two doors down
eating orange chicken
and talking about school
when it was nice out
we sat in the park
with burrito bowls
that had too many tomatoes for my taste
we watched the rain drip off the trees above us
and the bark dug into my skin
but I didn’t mind
our last day together we played apples to apples
made jokes at adam sandler’s expense
carried animal crackers and fruit snacks in paper
bowls
taking as many as we could back to our room
before it was time to leave
we packed up our notebooks
made the journey down the winding staircase
next to the elevator that had stopped working
probably before we were born
we stepped into the sunshine

and never spoke again
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Measurement by Eunice Lee
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barbie doll by Natalie Zhang

skin as white as milk,
waist as thin as fine silk,
luscious blonde hair, sparkly blue eyes
they say, what is there to despise?
everyday in a dream-house,
in tight jeans and a pink blouse.
i'm living everyone's dreams;
at least that's what it seems.

my body is like a hollow cage,
a starving stomach grumbling with rage.
what use is maintaining my pride,
when i am forever empty inside?
trapped everyday within looming walls,
waiting for the moment night falls.
i may seem like a perfect barbie,
but all i wish for is to be free.

Societal Standards by Sloan Hinton

As hands run through untamed roots of my hair
My fingers strangle under curly chains
I tug and pull until arms start to wear
Then see if sites can stop my endless pains
I search to find the simplest of hairstyles
The only thing to see is light, fair skin
With blonde, bright hair and beaming happy smiles
Oh how I wish to share the same said grin
But why should I want things the same as them?
Since when was different something that’s so wrong?
I’m proud to show the race from which I stem
I don’t need to fit in so I belong
Though sometimes it can be so hard to guide
My hair is not something that I will hide
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Weeds by Jackie Liu
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adelaster by Anonymous

the flowers on her desk
now dead, shriveled
were a gift from her father
and she wonders if they remind him of her–
their costliness
their expensive demands
their high maintenance expectations
of water and attention
and attention;
their constitutions, ever alike,
silent and wilted
sagging upon flimsy backbones,
heads drooping towards the floor,
petals giving in, falling
like hair across a face

Good Things Come In Unknown Packages
by Annie Dong

I wake up while I squint at the bright light
A piercing roar rings circles through my ear,
Outside I grasp a gleam of milky white
And what I see brings me the face of fear;
The withered flowers veiled from people's views
A car that staggers all across the lanes
I jump at icicles, as sharp as screws,
A sudden sense of death runs through my veins.
Yet I should not be feared by floury snow
As it abates when squashed by one's own sole,
I grin as I collapse into the dough,
I feel a sense of peace as though I’m whole.
A dainty object plants down like a stamp
And all that happens makes the ground feel damp.
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Correspondence by Anna Lian
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After the Rain by Elizabeth McNulty

A gloomy hue that greets grey skies with ease,
Where death is least forgiving and most seen.
The tears from God do trickle from the trees,
A bitter sting and gone is all the green.
The leaves curl up awaiting rain’s adieu,
For better days and sunshine I do yearn,
Delight beat by depression’s dark debut.
I stare through misted glass for sun’s return.
But peace will come with weather dark and drear.
A pitter-patter: beautiful for all.
At last, my so disquiet mind is clear.
A weather deemed expensive: diamonds fall.
In everything there is both joy and pain,
A rainbow will appear soon after rain.

nocturne by Eunice Lee

i
awake
to screaming,
my mouth arid,
thrumming bones exposed
by the rift in my flesh.
ankles twisted in linen,
i settle back into the dark,
waiting for its warm, heavy finger
tips to smooth over my eyelids. instead,
light pours in with my mother’s voice, soft from sleep.
don’t worry, they are only coyotes. rest now.
i nod, but when the light drains, the screaming continues.
like a green frog, i worry—coyotes! i will not rest.
up on the gray ceiling, i see soapsuds spill forth from black lips,
and paws striking the forest floor with a muted thump-thump, rhythmic,
and low, rumbling throats, and silver fur bristling under silver moonlight.
screaming means that coyotes have made a kill. pursuit, the heat of heaving flanks,
wet glass-eyes, the cooling bodies. then, celebration. i shuffle on my slides
and coat and step into the night air’s hum. i turn my tired eyes to the freckled face
of sky. across gravel road, my neighbor stands slack-spined on the porch.
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Tale of Scales Playing Cards by Emma Hsiao
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Silence by Emma McNulty

Silence is a feeling not a sound.
I know this
Because I walked through the woods and listened
To the crunch of my boots on leaves
And the rustle of branches when the wind whistled.
That was silence, yet there was sound.

There was a small hole in my heart,
As if the beauty of my surroundings was hoping
To destroy me, to consume me from the inside out.
Not enough to hurt me,
But enough to slow the pumping
Of my blood, so that every movement around me
Happened in slow motion.
Dazed, as if I were in a dream,
It made me stop,
And I listened to the quiet of silence;
The sound without voice or agenda

Even though I kept you in my pocket,
I was more alone than I have been in weeks.
The best kind of alone,
When I forget why I would ever want company,
Left by myself to wonder about the lives
Of the forest fairies and the princesses in fairy tales who speak
To all the woodland creatures and grow flowers from their palms
Left to wish the forest would swallow me whole

It never did. It never will. Every time,
The silence lets me go. The vines
Don’t drag me into the dirt, so what else
Could I do after feeling silence, if not join the forest?

Simple, I danced along to the music
That I started to hear coming from the babble of the creek.
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Custom Made by Andrea In

Mother and Daughter Portraits by Andrea In
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Metamorphosis by Hanna Wang

I carry many people within me. They are the many different versions of my identity, and they all lie
beneath the surface at any given moment, struggling with each other, waiting to emerge.
I view my current person, my body, the one people recognize as my name, as a mirage. The exterior
seems opaque, but if one peers close enough, or hard enough, the layer is just a fluid shell or illusion. It
undulates and shifts, and for a fraction of a second, unfocused waiflike shadows break through.

In my house there is a cabinet cluttered with unorganized photos capturing my childhood. These photos
are blinks in time, candid snapshots. Tangible. Palpable. The memories of my past shadows are captured
in these photographs, conjuring them to the brink of life. Here is the closest my shadows can get to
becoming real, and here is the closest I can get to remembering them, because they are an ineradicable
part of me.

I had just turned four years old, back in the apartment complex where we used to live. As I write this, my
four-year-old shadow stirs restlessly in the back of my mind. She has been dormant for a long time,
napping, but she recognizes herself in this memory. In the photo, I was happy for the simple reasons that
children are happy for. I wore a colorful striped dress that my uncle had gotten me for my birthday and
pink and yellow sunglasses. I was four, and I was small, and my face still held the chubby innocence of
young children. My life was wholeheartedly family-oriented; my sister and I were inseparable, treated
like twins, my grandparents lived with us and we spent every moment from waking to sleep with them.
My parents watched over us, a comforting presence. Some might say it was crowded, with six people
living in a two-bedroom apartment, but our family was so close and connected that I couldn’t have been
happier.

It’s odd living with shadows because I have a hard time separating the past from the present. To me, time
is like an elusive fog that isn’t reasonable nor rational nor fair. Some moments are stretched longer than
others, to the point of transparency, while others are short and condensed. The fog blinds and disorients
me, its wisps caught in my arms and tangled through my hair. Sometimes, I get utterly lost. It is this
unequal nature of time that allows my shadows to materialize and push me through my memories.

A skinny ebullient stranger squints intensely through her rectangular magenta glasses, her intelligent gaze
penetrating the glossy film. I can sense her lucid presence awakening inside me, compact but smugly
complacent, as though she had apprehended that in the future, once she had diminished into another of my
many shadows, that I would pick up this photograph and remember her again. Eight years ago I had posed
for this photo with my tomboyish hair tucked into my grandpa’s old navy baseball cap, one scrawny arm
saluting the veteran of a cap and the other behind my back. On the wrist of my raised hand, one could
glimpse the faintest remnant of a ratty red string, a bracelet, if you could call it that. I recall making it,
too, meticulously stringing plastic seed beads onto red thread sitting cross-legged on the hardwood living
room floor. I was a rather sentimental child, promising myself that this bracelet would encircle my wrist
in perpetuity. It was an anchor between disparate junctures in time, a reminder to my future self of the
vows my past had made. I suppose my nine-year-old self had discerned more about the formation of
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shadows than the others; similar to the photograph, this bracelet was meant to be another memento of her
time inhabiting my body, both commemorating her stay and preserving her memory.

Like most of my other promises to myself, this one didn’t last the test of time. After a few months, the
dirty bracelet began to chafe my wrist and constrict my circulation, and without any hesitation, I took a
pair of scissors and mindlessly cut the promise away from my body.

As time passed, certain aspects of my personality began to dull and drift away. New shadows had
emerged and evolved; I was no longer the innocent child of four nor the bright child of eight. I spent
many hours peering closely into a mirror as well, not out of vanity, but of discomfiting changes in my
physical appearance. My hair thinned and lightened, my eyes lost their brightness, and something crucial
in my facial structure had surreptitiously been rearranged. I no longer recognized myself; this was my first
foreboding inkling that I had turned into a shadow.

There was a split moment in time, thirteen candles captured flickering on top of an ice cream cake, the
same one from Friendly’s with the blue frosting and confetti sprinkles present at every single birthday.
The candles illuminated the room full of relatives, the wavering flames casting strange shapes and
shadows onto my face, distorting my features. I was smiling, posing for the camera the moment before I
blew out the candles, but the smile didn’t quite reach my eyes, which were unfocused and distant. I was
looking into the lens but I wasn’t seeing; my mind was far away from the illuminated room with the
flickering candles and the blue ice cream cake. No one seemed to notice how I was changing right before
their eyes, except for the flash and click of the camera, capturing the moment. I was undergoing
metamorphosis. From the basis of the shadows and experiences of the past, a new consciousness, the
thirteenth shadow, was evolving.

In the back of my mind, my shadows whisper to me the secret things that exist in their memories alone.
They murmur that I ratified a contract, a bargain that allows them to inhabit mine for an expiration date
one year into the future, until the next one arrives on another birthday. They say this was the price, the
extra consciousnesses in my body emerging in the cycle of time, though neither they nor I remember what
I was promised in return. Each year, on my birthday, I make the same wish while fervently closing my
eyes and hoping for it to come true. It never does. I alternately anticipate and dread my birthdays; they
signify that the time is up, another year, another shadow, whether it is liberation or subjugation.

I write these words on this page because I hope they will capture the essence of these shadows and extract
them from my mind. I hope that this paper will be their new home, where my shadows are free to reenact
and reminisce over the faded memories of the past. I want to be free from the desperate clutches of time
whose wisps catch in my arm and tangle through my hair; I no longer want to be lost, stumbling
haphazardly through the past. I hope these words will resurrect my shadows and preserve them for the
future when I am ready to revisit the past. And when that day comes, I hope that the past will stay in the
past and only serve as distant memories.
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Following Big Footsteps by Nathaniel Lathrop

Thousands of miles put into the ground, on my body which God has given me. Gallons of sweat,
tears, and pain poured out into the laps. Circle, after circle, after circle, I continue to run. Pounding my
body into the oblivion that is true grit. Through the pain, through the grind, and through the downs and
ups. Where did this all start? Truthfully, I hadn’t even thought about it since I started.

As a young boy, my father would always talk about the memories he forged while pushing his
body to its absolute limits: runs with his teammates, laughs during long runs, and puking during track
workouts. He claims that running taught him lessons in true determination to what he is passionate about,
but I’d assume those traits are genetic. I think, as most would agree, he passed them down to me along
with his passion for the sport to me. Some of my earliest memories were being pushed along in a baby
stroller while he ran behind, other times attempting to keep up with him on my bike while he ran up and
down hills, through the woods, and on the roads… Running is and has been in my blood.

Seeing as running has been one of the main themes singed into my memory bank from an early
age, it is only fitting that I tried it during my freshman year. Being a tennis player, I expected to only use
the sport for cross training. During the first few meets, however, I began to show some promise, and Tyler
Morris, a kid who has grown to be one of my best friends, continued to put in effort to convince me to
give up tennis. He proposed that I try indoor track, which I begrudgingly agreed to after his consistent
efforts, and after the first few meets, I placed 4th in the freshman sophomore state competition in the mile,
where I ran 5:04. One thing, though, that I was so close to that I could touch it, but I hadn’t gotten to yet
was the five minute barrier, a feat which few Weston freshmen had accomplished. The 5:04 was the
closest I had gotten to the barrier, and it had just been at the end of the season. My vision had successfully
been changed from being set on the court to breaking 5, and then hopefully more.

During inter season training, I had developed a small pain in my hip, and when outdoor came
around, I figured I was completely invincible and decided to keep pushing. That idea came crashing down
as if it were a hammer through glass during one workout. I had started the workout, expecting my hip to
feel fine after a rep or two, but the pain progressively got worse. By the end of the workout, I couldn’t
even lift my right leg higher than 45 degrees, which wasn’t helped by Montrose continuously yelling at
me to get my hips to 90 degrees. After a few PT visits, I regretfully agreed to taking three weeks off. I
thought my shot at sub 5 was burned up, and that was only followed by waterfalls of tears. If my father
had shown me one thing, though, it was that I shouldn’t give up on the vision. “Hold the vision,” he
would tell me… words that have been gorilla glued into the memories that I hold. After grinding through
hours on the spin bike and weight room, I eventually came back three weeks later feeling clumsy while
running, but still fit. The week I returned happened to be just a week prior to the twilight invitational,
which I would be running the mile leg of the Distance Medley Relay for. I distinctly remember having
some of my worst workouts leading up to the race, so Tyler told me to go out and see what I could do.

I lined up and prepared to get the baton, which I did, and I began tearing after two kids. One of
them had a full beard and looked like he was a 25 year old man, so I assumed he was fast. “Let’s go!
You’re on pace!” I heard Ty yell from the inside of the track with 400 to go. I gave it hell on the last lap
and closed in a time of 4:53 for a freshman, which I followed up a week later with a 4:52 during an open
mile race, rather than a relay.

Those two races and the feeling of my legs being full of battery acid day in and day out had me
hooked. I don’t completely understand why… maybe it was the brotherhood I formed with Tyler, maybe
it was the fact that I was talented, or maybe I just enjoyed being in pain. One thing is for certain, I don’t
know what my limits are, and I look forward to finding out.
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Brevity by Eunice Lee
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It Isn’t Mine by Eunice Lee

I’ve seen you and you’ve seen me
Since last year’s month of nine,

Yet you still wave and call me by
A name that isn’t mine.

Is it the squinted, slanted eyes?
The shiny raven hair?

We may look the same to you
But her face isn’t mine.

I Lost Myself Somehow by Sophia Bourne

I brush my hair that's more like matted fur
Hair full of tangled up and mismatched curls
Is it my fault that I’m so insecure?
I try to look like all those other girls
I worry so about identity
I cannot find myself when I’m this low
A frozen body, lost serenity
The dead looks like someone I used to know
A girl lost in an olden yesterday
Can’t see her in the mirror anymore
Has my connection to her gone away?
Is she now hiding somewhere in my war
Is there a way that she can come back now?
Someway my insecurities allow?
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Limbo by Jackie Liu
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after episode by Anonymous

my vision widens just
so that it’s overwhelming
being able to see, again.
the light is blinding, stings
after the black bled inwards
a plague, a disease.
I blink–
and my vision swirls
I swallow–
and my throat protests
the flesh of my pharynx
so dry it catches like callused hands on silk
I gag–
I recover–
wearily
straighten and feel
the soreness of my muscles
my body at the mercy of Procrustes
pulling me, lengthwise
to the breaking point
yet
I can still feel my legs
my extremities
tingling with the static charge of a broken signal
like gripping live wires with wet hands
blood rushes back in
no longer occupied by my needy heart
straining with the rapid, frenzied badumpbadumpbadumpbadump
trying to match the fleeing pace
of my lungs, dilating and contracting
the frantic work
leaves my jaw and neck tender
the unsettling of my stomach
embroiled with shame
invisible wounds
with scars that grow inwards–
even after episode
weakness lingers.
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Border Cafe by Thalia Papageorgiou
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The Days We Miss by Andrew Goldstein

Our lives as we knew them, turned upside down
An unknown virus never seen before
A daunting, dark, disease, runs fast through towns
Lots quarantined, and locked behind closed doors
There’s no more seeing friends on nice warm days
Our faces covered; standing at far range
No longer can the children go and play
Oh why did our lives ever have to change?
But life can change back to how we knew it
The frontline workers, they all need our trust
We need our masks; they must securely fit
It may be hard, but still we must adjust
With masks, we're sure this virus will not last
We cannot wait till this is in the past.

Lost Literature by Caitlin Lacey

How do they put their feelings into words?
No book has ever felt this way before.
These words are airborne like some little birds;
They flutter off the page and I the floor.
The story told leaves everyone fulfilled.
It leaves the mind tucked with tremendous tales.
Each line more like a garden wholly tilled,
Each sentence blows more wind toward my sails.
And yet, I cannot keep myself attached!
I lose the meaning on this wondrous page.
Though eloquent, these phrases seem mismatched,
And leave my thoughts trapped spinning in a cage.
To keep my temper and my spirit hushed,
I leave the story, though my soul is crushed.
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George Floyd by Jackie Liu

Nine minutes. What can you do in nine minutes? Some people can run a mile. Maybe you could paint
your nails. Or even read a chapter of your favorite book. On May 25, 2020, Derek Chauvin kneeled on
George Floyd’s neck for precisely 9 minutes and 29 seconds. Those 9 minutes set off a racial injustice
reckoning across the country and the world. Although Chauvin has been convicted and sentenced for his
actions, this case is still a rarity. Many victims of systemic racism have and will not receive accountability
within the United States’ justice system. As a literary magazine club and as individuals, we wish to
declare our support of the Black Lives Matter movement and encourage our readers to condemn all forms
of hatred and bigotry. Though the COVID-19 pandemic has brought challenges and tragedy, it also
provides a unique opportunity to pivot our country in a new direction and institute durable change. This is
a critical moment––and young people need to seize it and shape our future.

Statement by the Editors of The Current
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